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XX. Meaning in the Physical Sciences
Abstract

The twentieth century has seen two major revolutions in our theories of physics concerning nature, and these
have made us change many of our concepts about the terms in which nature can be described. The new
theories born in these revolutions are the theory of relativity and of quantum mechanics. The biological
sciences had their revolutions in the nineteenth century, and while remarkable progress has been made since,
nothing comparable to that upheaval has occurred in this century. Of the two massive changes in the concepts
of the physical sciences, we can discuss but one here. [excerpt]
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From 1947 through 1969, all first-year Gettysburg College students took a two-semester course called
Contemporary Civilization. The course was developed at President Henry W.A. Hanson’s request with the
goal of “introducing the student to the backgrounds of contemporary social problems through the major
concepts, ideals, hopes and motivations of western culture since the Middle Ages.”
Gettysburg College professors from the history, philosophy, and religion departments developed a textbook
for the course. The first edition, published in 1955, was called An Introduction to Contemporary Civilization and
Its Problems. A second edition, retitled Ideas and Institutions of Western Man, was published in 1958 and 1960.
It is this second edition that we include here. The copy we digitized is from the Gary T. Hawbaker ’66
Collection and the marginalia are his.
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MEANING IN THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES

The twentieth century has seen two,major revolutions _iR
our theories of pliySica concernihg
these have made
us change many of our concepts about the terms in which nature
caja_J3e described. The new theories born in these revolutions
are tj^e tJieorv—cdL relativity and
me
. The
biological sciences had their revolution in the nineteenth cen
tury, and while remarkable progress has been made since, nothing
comparable to that upheaval has occurred in this century. Of
the two massive changes in the concepts of the physical sciences,
we can duscuss but one here.
This chapter will be concerned mostly with the_theory of
rela.tivity. Before we review the development of the theories
of physics that led to Einstein's formulation of the theory of
relativity, we would do well to dispel some myths commonly as
sociated with it. Poaaiblv more nonsense has been written
g h r . n t
t h an a b o u t
^ c e n t m r y C Fir-s^.^it should be noted that thfi—theory of relativity
was never the private pynvinn*. of a
infiiates.
t^Bl moment Einstein published his work in 1905,.. a large majority of practicing physicists grasped the ideas, being already
familiarwith most„of the mathematical techniques employ»4^
Little serious objection arose as a result of the theory's be
ing too esoteric for the physicists of the day.
^^Secondl^ the theory docs not say that «»v«*T-vthi ntr i«t yai ative. even in the^"aEyajLcal world
Tne~~th«ui r^as desitmed to
make the basic ideas of physlca universaT fa%Ker"~fHan relative
Also, we do well to recall that Einstein constructed the theory
to solve a physical puzzle. Most extensions of the theory into
nonphysical realms have been made by nonphysicists. While Ein
stein's work can surely give us valuable hints about questions
arising outside physics, we should be mindful of the origin of
the theory.
/Th4.rd) tjiff
nf ralativitv is not cnniy^tnirgi.
predi^rfions.. made with—the theory ha.ve stood every experimental
test that has been-doviaed. No physicist today denies~~in
basic authenticity. Further, nearly every practicing physicist
needs to understand the theory to do his work.
While it is true that only thosejwJio .have mastered certain
fairly sophisticated mathematical methods can hope"'To''ljnae7^
sl;irnd ail the details and subtleties of the theory, others cag^
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grasp many of the ideas and results if th e y a r e w i l l i n g t o m a k e
a serious effort.

